
Mathematical Foundations of Animation and Computer Graphics 
Processing Project 01 
 
Description: 
  
Use Processing and Java to create a still image.  This image may be a scene, object, character, or face.  
The purpose is to fully explore the 2D Primitives, fill, and pen in processing without animation.  
Additionally, this function will provide a foundation through for exploring classes and animation in 
Project 02.   The code should define functions to create the sections of your drawing.  These functions 
should have parameters for x and y position of the sub-components (shapes) and a parameter for scale 
(sizing).      
  
Requirements:  (100 Points Total) 
  

1.  Name of Project will be “lastname_Project_01” and it will be saved in the “Project01” directory. 

2.  Pre-Draw and plan your object using graph paper  (in OneNote or on Paper) 

  a. Key Points for each shape must be noted on graph paper in (x,y) notation 

  b. Vertices of triangles, lines, and quads must be indicated on graph paper in (x,y) notation 

3.  Scene, object, or character must use at least 10 shapes with at least one of each of the following 

2D primitives 

rect(x, y, width, height) 

triangle(x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3) 

ellipse(x, y, width, height) 

quad(x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3, x4, y4) 

arc() 

line(x1, y1, x2, y2) 

4.  Code must have functions that define combinations of shapes to create your object. 

5.  Use the stroke() command to change color the pen at least 3 times. 

6.  Use the fill() command to change the shape color at least 5 times. 

7.  Use the fill() with alpha channel to show transparency. 

8.  Code should follow the style sheet as shown below. 

9.  Comments should be present for each function describing the purpose of the function and the role 

in the drawing. 

10.  Turn in Project 01 by doing the following: 

a. Take a Screenshot of your program running (the image on the canvas).  Embed this 

Screenshot on your Google Site on a Page Called “Processing Project 01”. 

b. Zip your processing project into a .zip file (Right Click on folder – send to – compressed file). 

c.  Attach the zipped processing code to your Google Site Page Called Processing Project 01 

d.  Upload your graph paper sketch and planning as an image to your Google Site Processing 

Project 01 Page 

11.  Be creative!  Remember - 10 shapes is the minimum for an 85 on this assignment.  You may use 

other elements of the Processing API.  Remember, this is a non-animated drawing. 

  
  



  
  

 
  

 


